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Abstract To date, most of the focus regarding digital
preservation has been on replicating copies of the resources
to be preserved from the “living web” and placing them in
an archive for controlled curation. Once inside an archive,
the resources are subject to careful processes of refreshing
(making additional copies to new media) and migrating (conversion to new formats and applications). For small numbers
of resources of known value, this is a practical and worthwhile approach to digital preservation. However, due to the
infrastructure costs (storage, networks, machines) and more
importantly the human management costs, this approach is
unsuitable for web scale preservation. The result is that difficult decisions need to be made as to what is saved and what is
not saved. We provide an overview of our ongoing research
projects that focus on using the “web infrastructure” to provide preservation capabilities for web pages and examine the
overlap these approaches have with the field of information
retrieval. The common characteristic of the projects is they
creatively employ the web infrastructure to provide shallow
but broad preservation capability for all web pages. These
approaches are not intended to replace conventional archiving approaches, but rather they focus on providing at least
some form of archival capability for the mass of web pages
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that may prove to have value in the future. We characterize
the preservation approaches by the level of effort required by
the web administrator: web sites are reconstructed from the
caches of search engines (“lazy preservation”); lexical signatures are used to find the same or similar pages elsewhere on
the web (“just-in-time preservation”); resources are pushed
to other sites using NNTP newsgroups and SMTP email
attachments (“shared infrastructure preservation”); and an
Apache module is used to provide OAI-PMH access to
MPEG-21 DIDL representations of web pages (“web server
enhanced preservation”).
Keywords Web infrastructure · Digital preservation ·
Web pages · OAI-PMH · Complex objects

1 Introduction
The prevailing model for digital preservation is that archives
should be similar to a “fortress”: a large, protective infrastructure built to defend a relatively small collection of data
from attack by external forces. Digital preservation services,
such as refreshing, migration, and emulation, are provided
from within the fortress. Refreshing is the copying of bits to
different systems, and migration is the transferring of data
to newer system environments [89]. Emulation is replicating
the functionality of an obsolete system [90]. Digital preservation projects tend to focus on providing these in-depth
services on limited collections of content because of the associated curatorial expenses. We refer to such projects as in
vitro preservation because of the extensive, controlled environments necessary for their success. Such projects are a
luxury, suitable only for limited collections of known importance and requiring significant institutional commitment for
sustainability.
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Fig. 1 Refreshing and migrating occurring in the living Web

There are, however, other possible models for digital
preservation. We describes various examples of in vivo preservation: preservation that occurs naturally in the “living
web”. It is not guaranteed by an in-depth institutional commitment to a particular archive, but achieved by the often
involuntary, low-fidelity, distributed efforts of millions of
individual users, web administrators and commercial
services. This “web infrastructure” (WI) includes search
engine (SE) companies (Google, Yahoo, MSN), non-profit
companies (Internet Archive, European Archive) and largescale academic projects (CiteSeer, NSDL). Web infrastructure refreshes and migrates web content in bulk as side-effects
of their user-services, and these results can be mined as a useful, but passive preservation service. The results for any given
object might not be good, but the aggregate performance for
a very large collection can be acceptable.
Although we cannot depend on any particular member
of the WI to hold a given resource, their aggregated actions
begin to provide a more stable and reliable service. This is
not unlike RAID (Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Disks)
systems [16]. With RAID, a reliable and high-performance
storage service is built on top of individually unreliable disks.
The individual WI elements are also unreliable, at least with
respect to any given resource. The key difference is that
unlike RAIDs, the WI elements are not under our control.
Although the WI does not yet offer emulation, it does
offer refreshing and migration, albeit with somewhat uneven
results. Figure 1 shows the WI refreshing and migrating web
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documents. The original document was published as a NASA
technical memorandum in 1993 as a compressed PostScript
(.ps.Z) file on a “nasa.gov” machine. There are 12 versions
indexed by Google Scholar, 3 versions in CiteSeer and 3 versions in Yahoo. The Internet Archive has two cached copies
of a canonical NASA URL for the memorandum.
Although NASA eventually migrated the report to PDF,
CiteSeer performed that migration independently, as well as
a migration to PNG. Yahoo and Google provided dynamic
conversion to HTML. Even if the report were to be removed
from nasa.gov web servers, the report has been refreshed and
migrated so deeply into the WI that it would be difficult to
completely eradicate. In the same manner, the various copies
are also not always easy to locate – there could be many more
copies in the WI than are shown in Fig. 1.
The WI-based preservation models we will review can be
described by the level of effort required by the web administrator:
– Lazy: reconstructing entire web sites by crawling the
caches of the web infrastructure.
– Just-in-time: trapping http 404 error responses and forwarding them to a server that uses lexical signatures to
find the same or similar pages elsewhere on the web.
– Shared infrastructure: web resources are replicated over
the existing network protocol applications: posted as messages to special newsgroups, or attached to outgoing
emails.
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– Web server enhanced: an Apache module provides OAIPMH access to “preservation-ready” complex object representations of web resources.
As the name implies, lazy preservation requires no prior
effort: WI caches are crawled to reconstruct lost web sites.
Just-in-time and shared infrastructure preservation require
a small amount of prior effort from a few parties, and web
server enhanced preservation requires a little bit of effort
from several parties.
When discussing digital preservation, specifically the preservation of web pages, “we can’t save everything” is often
heard (cf. [60]). Although this is certainly true, it does not
provide guidance as to what should be saved. While “fortresses” remain the prudent choice for preserving resources
of known importance, we are interested in using the WI to
provide a shallow but broad preservation service for (mostly)
everything.
In the remaining sections, we discuss the characteristics
of the web infrastructure with respect to its preservation
capabilities. We also provide an event model for web infrastructure activities, discuss related work and then review the
current status of the various alternate preservation models
listed above.

2 Characteristics of the web infrastructure
2.1 Background
There are a number of companies, projects and services that
cache content as a byproduct of their normal operation.
Search engines, such as Google, Yahoo, and MSN, crawl
web resources to both index the resources and to discover
new resources by following hyperlinks. That it is easy for
search engines to provide access to cached versions of the
resource is a side-effect of their indexing the entire resource
and not just descriptive metadata about the resource. Google
was the first commercial search engine to provide access to
cached resources in 1997, with others following suit afterwards. Although search engines initially focused on indexing
HTML pages, they began indexing other text document formats like PDF, PostScript, and Word documents have become
more prevalent on the Web. Any format that can have text can
also have URLs and hyperlinks, so they become attractive
targets for indexing.
The Internet Archive (IA) first began archiving the Web
in 1996 [50]. The IA is unique in its mission of crawling
and archiving everything, with no specific accession policy. Although the IA is a tremendous public service, it has
some significant limitations, the first of which is that the
Alexa crawler (Alexa Internet does the crawling for IA) can
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be slow to visit a site. In a previous study, we noted that
despite requesting to be archived, the Alexa crawler never
visited our site in over 100 days (at which point we stopped
checking) [97]. The second limitation is that even after the
site is crawled, the IA will not make access available to the
resources until after 6–12 months have passed. In summary,
the IA can be a great boon, but it can be slow to acquire
resources, and it might not have found them at all.
Several national libraries and institutions are also focusing
on archiving selected portions of the Web based on the country domain code of the site (e.g. Greece [55], Denmark [25],
Austria [87], France [2]). While these are important endeavors for preserving a country’s (digital) cultural heritage, to
our knowledge these projects are all “dark archives”—public
access is not available to their holdings in the manner that IA
provides access. Perhaps this will change in the future.
There are a number of large-scale university projects that
archive the web for scholarly research purposes. At Cornell
University, the Web Research Library is being constructed
with material from the Internet Archive [3]. Although the
source material is the same, the planned access semantics are
much richer. Furthermore, since the IA does not keep backups, whole-scale copies at additional locations is a desirable
feature. Following on from the original Google project, Stanford has continued their large scale crawling and archiving
activities with Stanford Webbase [22].
There are other university projects that crawl and cache
content, but on a smaller, but still large, scale. Two notable examples are the CiteSeer digital library [57] and the
National Science Digital Library (NSDL) [53]. Both are
examples of “focused crawling” [11]: CiteSeer searches for
eprints of scholarly articles in computer science and related
disciplines, and NSDL searches for resources suitable for
“K-12” (ages 5–18) education in math, science and
engineering.
The most recent entrants in the WI community are the
sites that provide “social bookmarking” [47]. There are many
such services, but most of the commonly known services like
del.icio.us provide publicly searchable and browsable bookmarks, or lists of interesting URLs, contributed by users.
Some services, such as Spurl.net and hanzo:web, will cache
copies of the bookmarked site and allow third party access
to the cached version.
The members of the WI vary a great deal in implementation details: some support scriptable, machine-based interfaces (e.g., via the simple object access protocol (SOAP)
[69]) and some provide only a human readable interface
accessible as structured URLs (i.e., “REST” access [40]).
The commercial search engines require prior registration and
limit the number of daily accesses for each user. But looking
beyond the details, the members of the web infrastructure
vary on two fundamental levels:
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– Collection development policy: The commercial search
engines, Internet Archive and Webbase do not have have
a collection development policy, at least not one based on
content. Although their crawling procedures are proprietary, it is likely they crawl with structural preferences:
for example, pages that are “popular”, change at a certain rate, have a certain URL depth, etc. In contrast, services like CiteSeer and NSDL crawl with a particular kind
of content in mind. CiteSeer attempts to be exhaustive,
while the NSDL searches for a small number of high
quality resources. As the name suggests, social bookmarking sites have no central collection policy. But they
do have many individual collection development policies.
By their very nature, they tend to overlap. We are unaware
of research into comparing the coverage of social bookmarking sites to that of commercial search engines or
the IA.
– Temporal depth: The temporal depth of the caches varies
among the members of the WI. The commercial search
engines, CiteSeer, NSDL provide only the most recently
crawled version of the resource. IA, Web Research
Library, Webbase and the social bookmarking tools provide access to all cached copies, allowing comparisons
of the same resource through time. The depth they reveal
is a function of their purpose: some provide only the
most recent copy in case of transient errors in the original resource, and some allow timestamped access to the
multiple previous versions of the resource to allow for
tracking the history of changes to the resource (similar to
a source code revision control environment).

These mappings can be illustrated with two examples,
beginning with an example of c2u(ca ). Using a well-known
passage from the United States Declaration of Independence:
We hold these truths to be self-evident: that
all men are created equal, that they are endowed,
by their Creator, with certain unalienable
Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and
the Pursuit of Happiness.

We see the various URIs that the content maps to shown
in Fig. 2. Because of its historical and philosophical importance, we are in little danger of losing the text of the Declaration: it has been migrated from physical to digital format, and
those digital formats have been refreshed to many locations
and migrated to many different formats.
The second function, u2c(u i , tx ), can be seen in Fig. 3.
The web page for the 2000 ACM Digital Library Conference
(www.dl00.org) no longer points to the conference materials. The URL is still valid, but the website has been lost. The
conference did not renew the domain registration, and in late
2001 the domain was “hijacked”. Its content has continued
to evolve beyond the intentions of the original maintainers.
Unfortunately, the practice of domain hijacking is commonplace.
WI-based digital preservation is a passive approach to
preservation. Since the elements of the WI are not under
our control, information retrieval techniques are necessary to
locate the refreshed and migrated resources. This is because,
despite proposals for highly durable identifiers that could
remain with refreshed and migrated versions (e.g. [41]), there
is currently no such infrastructure in place. For example, the
URL for NASA’s migration of the report shown in Fig. 1 is:

2.2 Digital preservation and information retrieval
techreports.larc.nasa.gov/ltrs/PDF/tm109025.pdf

One of the problems in using the WI for preservation is
the dynamic mapping between URIs and content. Although
URN implementations such as handles [56] and DOIs [79]
are common in the publishing industry, the reality for most
web resources is that their Uniform Resource Identifiers are
really Uniform Resource Locators, with all of the problems
associated with using an address instead of a name.
If we consider the set of all URIs to be u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n ∈ U
and the set of all searchable content to be c1 , c2 , . . . , cm ∈ C,
we can envision the problems as two mapping functions. The
first maps content into a set of URIs (possibly with timestamps associated with them) that hold that content:
c2u(ca ) → {(u i , tx ), (u i+1 , tx+1 ), . . . , (u j , tx+ j )}

(1)

The second takes a URI and a timestamp tx (if we wish
to access multiple cached copies) and maps the pair into
content:
u2c(u i , tx ) → ca
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(2)

But we must query the WI to discover that one of the possible
refreshed copies includes:
cch.loria.fr/documentation/batch/doc/tm109025.pdf.gz

To access a version migrated from PDF to HTML, we can
query Yahoo to discover this URL (shown with line breaks):

Unlike conventional archives, the refreshing was not initiated by NASA, and the migration was not performed by the
Max Planck Institute. To make matters worse, the URI of the
resulting migration by Yahoo is purposefully obfuscated and
designed to not be persistent or constructable algorithmically
(note the use of the IP address and the opaque argument to
the “d” parameter). We must use information retrieval techniques to discover these diffuse resources.
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Fig. 2 Search for “We hold
these truths to be self-evident...”
in Yahoo

Fig. 3 IA versions of
www.dl00.org web page

2.3 Limitations of using the WI for preservation
There are a number of issues that impact the potential usefulness of using the WI as a large-scale preservation medium:
– Coverage: the most immediate concern is that search
engines do not cover all of the indexable web. The most
recent data reports that Google’s portion of the indexable
web is approximately 76%, and the intersection of the four

main search engines (Google, Yahoo, MSN and Ask) is
only 29% [42]. Using the WI for preservation requires
lots of copies, and 29% intersection is not enough copies
to feel safe.
– Provenance and trust: there is an implicit assumption that
all of the copies of the NASA memorandum found in
Fig. 1 are in agreement. If, for example, CiteSeer accidentally introduced an error during migration, how could
we tell, especially if the canonical version at NASA was
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Table 1 MIME types supported by the various web repositories
Type

MIME type

Typical file
extension

Google

Yahoo

MSN

IA

HTML text

text/html

html

C

C

C

C

Plain text

text/plain

txt, ans

M

M

M

C

Graphic interchange format

image/gif

gif

M

M

∼R

C

Joint photographic experts group

image/jpeg

jpg

M

M

∼R

C

Portable network graphic

image/png

png

M

M

∼R

C

Adobe portable document format

application/pdf

pdf

M

M

M

C

JavaScript

application/javascript

js

M

M

C

Microsoft excel

application/vnd.ms-excel

xls

M

∼S

M

C

Microsoft powerpoint

application/vnd.ms-powerpoint

ppt

M

M

M

C

Microsoft word

application/msword

doc

M

M

M

PostScript

application/postscript

ps

M

∼S

C
C

C = canonical version is stored
M = modified version is stored (modified images are thumbnails, all others are HTML conversions)
∼R = stored and accessible but not reliably retrievable
∼S = indexed but stored version is not accessible

–

–

–

–

eventually lost? In the example shown in Fig. 3, the deviations from the original site are significant enough to be
identified, but if an adversary replaced the site with similar but different pages, the usurpation would be difficult
to detect. In the example with the Declaration of Independence (Fig. 2), the sites holding the resources are
presumably trustworthy, so malicious re-wording would
presumably be difficult (although a careful review of
Fig. 2 will reveal there are already various punctuation
discrepancies). Could we detect changes to less wellknown content? An adversary could successfully populate SE caches with modified versions since provenance
is not tracked.
Public information: the WI’s crawling and caching of
resources is only applicable for public resources. For
information that is not publicly released, the WI will be
of no use for preservation.
Client side representation: we can currently only recover
the resource as it was intended for presentation in an enduser’s web browser. For example, if a PHP page is used
to produce HTML, we can recover the HTML, but not
the server side PHP code that created it. This is further
compounded by the fact that server side components are
rarely public information (cf. above).
WI optimization: as noted in Sect. 3.3, there is extensive
research to enable search engines to detect (near) duplicate collections and prune their holdings and crawling
patterns accordingly. This is generally done to increase
the precision of user searches by reducing duplicates of,
for example, Linux or Java manual pages.
Format bias: crawlers currently exhibit a preference for
HTML and other textual formats, presumably because
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textual formats can help crawlers discover new URIs.
Copyright concerns currently prevent most WI members
from providing canonical copies of images. Table 1 lists
our observations of the most popular types of resources
held by the 4 web repositories. Currently, only IA keeps
a canonical version of all web resources. WI-based preservation faces the dual threat of legal encumberment and
file format popularity.

3 Related work
3.1 URL longevity
Despite well-known guidelines for creating durable URLs
[12], missing pages (http error code 404) remain a pervasive
part of the web experience. Kahle reported the expected lifetime of a web page is 44 days [50]. Koehler [52] performed
a longitudinal study of web page availability and found the
random test collection of URLs eventually reached a “steady
state” after approximately 67% of the URLs were lost over a
4-year period. Lawrence et al. [58] report on the persistence
of URLs that appear in technical papers indexed in CiteSeer.
For recently authored papers, they found over 20% of the
URLs listed were invalid. However, manual searches were
able to reduce the number of 404 URLs to 3%. Spinellis [98]
did a similar study for papers published in Communications
of the ACM and IEEE Computer and found 27% of the URLs
referenced therein were unavailable after 5 years. McCown
et al. [63] focused on articles in D-Lib Magazine found a
10 year half-life. Nelson and Allen [70] studied object availability in digital libraries and while many URLs had changed
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Fig. 4 Caching of HTML resources from a decaying web site

during the period, manual searching found 3% of the URLs
were unavailable after 1 year.

3.2 Search engine cache longevity
In preliminary work we measured how long resources would
remain in search engine caches after the resource has been
deleted [97] to determine the suitability of our approach. If
the IA had crawled these sites, we would had some greater
expectation of long-term preservation, but they failed to visit
our sites in the time frame we measured. We established a
number of web sites with HTML files, PDFs, and images. We
arranged the resources into a number of bins: 1 bin with 90
resources, one of which was deleted every day, 2 bins with
45 resources, one of which was deleted every 2 days, and
so on to a bin with a single resource that was deleted after
90 days. Figure 4 shows the cached HTML resources for
one of the web sites. The red line indicates the decay of the
web collection. As resources were requested that no longer
resided on the web server (above the red line), the web server
responded with a 404 (not found) code.
Google was by far the most active of the crawlers and
cached more resources than the other two SEs. Google was
quick to purge resources from their cache when a crawl
revealed the resources were no longer available on the web
server. For reasons unknown to us, on day 97 many of
resources which had been purged from the Google cache
reappeared and stayed in the cache for the remainder of our
measurements. The other 3 web collections recorded similar behavior where HTML resources reappeared in the cache
long after being removed. Yahoo performed sporadic caching
of resources. Resources tended to fluctuate in and out of the
Yahoo cache and index. Yahoo also did not provide complete
access to all the URLs that Inktomi crawled on their behalf.

Although Inktomi crawled nearly every available HTML
resource on day 10, only half of those resources ever became
available in the Yahoo cache. There was also a lag time of
about 30 days between Inktomi crawling a resource and the
resource appearing in the Yahoo cache. MSN was very slow
to crawl the resources in the update bins. After day 40 they
began to crawl some of the resources and make a small number of them available in their cache. Like Google, MSN was
quick to remove 404 resources from their cache.
The MSN cache was slow to fill and quick to purge; the
Yahoo cache was sporadic, but potentially long-lived; and
the Google cache appeared to be quick to fill and quick to
purge, but the large-scale reemergence of previously purged
materials is very encouraging for our methods. We do not
know why these resources resurfaced in the cache (changes
in Google policy?, Internet/DNS side-effects?), but the result
is encouraging nonetheless.

3.3 Web crawling and archiving
Prior work has focused on (1) web archiving as a means of
digital preservation and (2) improving the ability of SEs to
index the Web. But no research has been performed that uses
the byproduct of commercial SE activity for archiving the
Web.
In regards to archiving websites, organizations like the
Internet Archive and national libraries are currently engaged
in archiving the external (or client’s) view of selected websites [32] and improving that process by building better web
crawlers and tools [61].
Numerous systems have been built to archive individual
websites and web pages. InfoMonitor archives the serverside components (e.g., CGI scripts and datafiles) and filesystem of a web server [30]. It requires an administrator to
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configure the system and a separate server with adequate
disk space to hold the archives. Other systems like TTApache [34] and iPROXY [86] archive requested pages from a
web server but not the server-side components. TTApache is
an Apache module which archives different versions of web
resources as they are requested from a web server. Users can
view archived content through specially formatted URLs.
iPROXY is similar to TTApache except that it uses a proxy
server and archives requested resources for the client from
any number of web servers. A similar approach using a proxy
server with a content management system for storing and
accessing Web resources was proposed in [37]. Commercial
systems like Furl and Spurl.net also allow users to archive
selected web resources that they deem important.
A great deal of research has focused on improving the
ability of SEs to crawl and index content. Work in this area
focuses on issues related to crawling performance [15,19,
46], choosing what web pages to crawl [18,23,68] choosing when to re-crawl [20,35,36], and how to crawl the deep
web [76,84]. A body of research has focused on identifying
duplicate web content [13,24,94,92] and web spam [45,38].
Work related to measuring observed web page change rates
and their effects on SEs have also been performed [18,39,75].
A body of work proposes software that runs on web servers
to increase web crawling efficiency [14,43,100].
Estimates of SE coverage of the indexable Web have been
performed most recently in [42], but no measurement of SE
cache sizes or types of files stored in the SE caches has been
performed. We are also unaware of any research that documents the crawling and caching behavior of commercial
SEs.
3.4 Repositories
There are a number of repositories that range from theoretical to ready-to-download. Some are frameworks or architectural proposals such as aDORe [9] and SAV [28]. Some,
like Fedora [80], are middleware systems, ready to be the
core repository technology in a local deployment. Some are
complete systems, ready to deploy. These include DSpace
[99], sponsored by MIT and HP Laboratories, EPrints [44],
sponsored by the University of Southampton, and LOCKSS
[59], sponsored by the Stanford University Libraries. All
are widely implemented and enjoy a large user community.
DSpace is an institutional repository, intended to archive
the intellectual output of a university’s faculty and students.
EPrints is also an institutional repository, designed to support author self-archiving. LOCKSS allows libraries to create
“dark archives” of publishers’ websites. As long as the publishers’ websites are available, all web traffic goes to those
sites. But if the publishers’ contents are lost, the dark archives
are activated and the content is available again. Risk is mitigated through many sites archiving content of their own
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choosing. Depending on an institution’s requirements, the
systems described above can be quite attractive. But there is
an implicit assumption on any repository system: that there
is a person, community or institution that exists to tend to the
repository. What happens when the responsible organization
no longer exists? There are repository trading and synchronization provisions (e.g., [29]), but most are specific to a
particular repository architecture.
Moving away from institution-centric repositories, several
generic network storage systems and APIs have also been
proposed, including Cooperative File Systems (CFS) [31],
Internet Backplane Protocol (IBP) [6], Storage Resource Broker (SRB) [85] and OceanStore [88]. Systems such as CFS
and OceanStore rely on distributed hash tables and an overlay
network to locate content in the Internet. Such additional levels of shared infrastructure have not been widely deployed
and are not in use in any institutional repository. IBP and
SRB are more traditional in their repository design and have
enjoyed greater deployment. SRB in particular has a user
community similar in size to LOCKSS and Fedora.
Many P2P repositories have also been proposed. They are
frequently characterized by offering long-term storage systems requiring the contribution of X megabytes of storage
today for the promise of Y megabytes of persistent storage
(X  Y). Examples include the Intermemory [17], Freenet [26], Free Haven [33], and PAST [91]. Despite having
many theoretically attractive features, these systems have not
found widespread acceptance. While some systems require
an ever-increasing user growth and participation that is more
like a Ponzi (“pyramid”) scheme than a sustainable model
for preservation, the main reason is there is little immediate
incentive for users to incur a personal, short-term cost for a
group, long-term benefit. It is our experience that systems
that require personal sacrifice for public good are likely to
fail, and this is why the systems mentioned above have not
been adopted within the preservation community.

4 Four WI-based models for preserving web pages
In this section we give brief overviews of four ongoing projects in which we are investigating the role of the WI in the
preservation of web pages. They are presented in increasing order of effort required from the maintainer of the web
pages, ranging from doing absolutely nothing (lazy preservation) to a maximum of installing an Apache module (web
server enhanced preservation).
4.1 Lazy preservation
We define lazy preservation as the collective digital preservation performed by web archives and search engines (collectively known as web repositories) on behalf of the Web
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at large with no effort being extended by web publishers. It
exists as a preservation service on top of distributed, incomplete, and potentially unreliable web repositories. Although
lazy preservation requires no individual effort or cost for web
publishers, it also provides no quality of service guarantees:
a web site may or may not be well refreshed and migrated
within the WI (although users can register their sites with
various WI members and request crawls, thereby increasing
the chance that the site will be infused into the WI). We utilize lazy preservation for reconstructing lost websites from
the WI.
Most web repositories provide an opt-out policy in concern to archiving and caching web resources. Crawlable content that is not protected by the Robots Exclusion Protocol
or by NOARCHIVE metatags is by default considered cachable content. This allows any publicly accessible website to
be included under lazy preservation.
As the name implies, lazy preservation involves the administrator of the site doing absolutely nothing and is generally only considered after a catastrophic event occurs. Using
the terminology from Sect. 2.2, lazy preservation focuses on
u2c(u i , tx ). Users typically start with a URL and then try to
recover as much as possible.
4.1.1 Usage scenarios
Websites may be lost for any number of reasons. A hard
drive may crash or a virus may delete all the website files. It
is not uncommon for backups to be unavailable/inoperable
or in some cases like fire or flooding, for the backups to be
destroyed along with the website. In cases where the website
owner dies, third parties may not have access to the website
files or backups; the website may be lost due to neglect of the
deceased’s family. In all these cases, lazy preservation may
be the last means of recovering a website that has been lost
when backups are not available.
4.1.2 Limitations
Lazy preservation is not always able to cover all web
resources. If a crawler cannot access a web resource, it cannot be archived or cached. Deep web content that is hidden behind search forms, password-protected, excluded by
robots.txt, orphaned, or hidden behind Flash or JavaScript
implementations are generally not accessible to web repositories. Even if a resource can be found by crawling, it is
not possible to force web repositories to crawl pages they
do not prefer. Large pages or pages deep in a web collection
may not be crawled. Non-textual resources or resources with
uncommon MIME types like ‘application/zip’ may also be
excluded from most search engines.
Many websites produce dynamic pages using a variety
of server-side technologies (e.g., CGI scripts, Java servlets,
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PHP, etc.). Most web repositories will crawl such pages but
only to a limited extent in order to avoid crawler traps or to
avoid crawling pages that humans are unlikely to visit [4].
Recovering such pages from web repositories may not be
entirely useful in restoring the functionality of the website.
Many individuals count on website hosting services or ISPs
to backup their hosted websites, and when the host is negligent in their duties, experiences technical problems or goes
out of business, the website owner may find them self without a legitimate copy of their website. Web repositories do
not currently store server-side components of websites, but
in Sect. 4.1.4 we suggest how we might recover such functionality from the WI.
4.1.3 Current status and evaluation
We have constructed a web-repository crawler named
Warrick which can automatically reconstruct lost website
by recovering resources from four web repositories: Internet Archive, Google, MSN and Yahoo [64–66]. To evaluate
the effectiveness of website reconstruction from the WI, we
conducted an experiment using Warrick to reconstruct 24
live websites of various structure and size. We reconstructed
live websites in order to precisely measure the percentage of
resources that were and were not recovered and to compare
the degree of change, if any, of the recovered resources from
their live counterparts. On average we were able to recover
68% of the website resources. For a quarter of the 24 sites,
we were able to recover more than 90% of the resources.
Figure 5 shows that a majority of the resources in the 24
websites that were reconstructed were originally composed
of HTML and images. We were much more successful at
recovering HTML resources than any other MIME type; we
recovered 100% of the HTML resources for nine of the websites. When we reconstructed the 24 websites using each web
repository by itself, we found that none of them performed
as well individually as they did when used together. Notice
that the aggregate percentage recovered is highest for every
MIME type in Fig. 5.
Our aggregate reconstructions also demonstrated the
importance of using all four web repositories. As illustrated
in Fig. 6, some repositories were more helpful than others
depending on which website was being reconstructed. For
example, all four repositories contributed nearly the same
percentage of resources when reconstructing site 11, but
MSN was the sole contributor for site 17. Although Google
was the largest overall contributor to the website reconstructions (providing 44% of the resources), the breadth of the
Web is too large for any single repository to provide the only
layer of lazy preservation.
Warrick has been made freely available on the Web, and it
has been endorsed by the Internet Archive. It has been used
to reconstruct websites lost due to fire, hacking, hard drive
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Fig. 5 Recovery success by
MIME type

4.1.4 Future work

Fig. 6 Web repositories contributing to each website reconstruction

crashes, death of website owners, and discontinued charitable web hosting [64]. Although Warrick is not able to always
recover all missing resources, users have been thankful to
retrieve even a portion of what could have been permanently
lost for all time.
Based on requests from the Library of Congress, we have
also used Warrick to recover several high-interest websites
that have disappeared from the Web. For example, the
websites belonging to Congressman Mark Foley were
taken down on September 29, 2006 after Foley was
forced to resign over allegations of inappropriate emails
involving minors. We reconstructed www.markfoley.com and
www.house.gov/foley only a few days after they were taken
off-line and were successful in recovering most of the web
pages for both sites.1 In October 2006 we reconstructed
www.survivorsunited.com, a website dedicated to helping
women who were victims of rape and sexual assaults in the
Darfur conflict.2 We were successful in recovering about one
quarter of the resources.
1

www.cs.odu.edu/∼fmccown/research/lazy/foley/.

2

www.cs.odu.edu/∼fmccown/research/lazy/darfur/.
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Building on the lessons learned from our preliminary
experiment with 24 live websites, we are currently conducting a much larger longitudinal experiment, reconstructing
hundreds of websites randomly sampled from dmoz.org, to
determine what are the factors that contribute to more successful reconstructions from the WI. Building a predictive
model from our analysis will allow us to determine how much
of a lost website we may expect to recover.
As mentioned above, the server-side components of websites cannot be recovered using lazy preservation. Some web
archivists have in the past suggested webmasters manually
deposit server components in web archives [62], but enforcing such deposits is impractical. Ideally, webmasters should
be making regular filesystem backups, but again, such precautions may be useless in the case of some losses (e.g., fire,
death, etc.).
Although recovery of dynamically generated content may
be useful when reconstructing the functionality of a dynamic
website, even more useful would be the recovery of the
original server files (databases, scripts, XML, etc.). We are
investigating methods to inject server-side components into
indexable content using erasure codes (popular with RAID
systems [82]). Web repositories will store canonical versions
of HTML pages, including hidden comments in the pages.
By breaking a server file into chunks with erasure codes and
inserting them into HTML page comments, we may re-constitute the server file when only recovering a subset of the
pages and chunks.
Injecting server files into the WI requires us to address
multiple security issues. For a commercial website that stores
credit card numbers and other sensitive data, server injection
may not be appropriate. For an educational website running
open-source software, such considerations may be laid to
rest.
Finally, we have been surprised at how well Warrick has
been received. It is currently a command-line tool that is not
especially easy to use, but it is has still been used to recon-
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Lexical signature

Calculation technique

Results from Google

2004+terry+digital+harrison+2003

TF Based

11700

terry+harrison+thesis+jcdl+awarded

TFIDF Based

3

struct dozens of websites. We are currently working on a web
interface that hides the complexity from users and handle job
dispatching and key management. Motivated by anecdotes
from Warrick users, we are also conducting a survey of how
and why so many people have lost their websites.
4.2 Just-in-time preservation
The motivation behind the Opal framework is to trap 404
errors coming from a server before they reach the user and
redirect them to a central server(s) that can help the interactive user find a new or similar copy of page in the web (i.e.,
resolving the 404 errors “just-in-time”). Using the terminology from Sect. 2.2, it uses both u2c(u i , tx ) and c2u(ca ):
specifically it uses a 404 URL to generate content which
can then be used to get new URLs with the “same” content
(c2u(u2c(u i , tx )). We believe it is common for content to not
disappear but to “surf” through multiple URIs (and possibly
multiple file formats) over time.
An example scenario would be if a colleague recently
left one university for another, someone might find that your
bookmarked URL results in a 404 error. A copy of the site
may be in Google’s cache, but this will not reveal their new
telephone number, email address, etc. A Google search may
turn up their new home page, but their name alone might not
be sufficient to locate their new page if they have a very common name (e.g., “Michael Nelson”). Opal seeks to bridge this
gap by finding the relocated page using a lexical signature
derived from the cached copy, and thus preserve a link from
the old to new copy.
A lexical signature (LS) is a small set of words that capture the “aboutness” of a document. It can be thought of as an
extremely abbreviated metadata description of a document.
Phelps and Wilensky [81] first proposed the use of LSs for
finding content that had moved from one URL to another.
Their claim was “robust hyperlinks cost just 5 words each,”
and their preliminary tests confirmed this. The LS length of 5
terms was chosen somewhat arbitrarily. Phelps and Wilensky
proposed appending a LS as an argument to a URL:
www.cs.odu.edu/˜tharriso/?lexical-sigature=
terry+harrison+thesis+jcdl+awarded

where the LS is everything after the “?” in the URL. The idea
is that most applications ignore such arguments if they are not
expecting them (there are similar syntax tricks for appending
a LS for an application that does expect arguments). They

conjectured that if the above URL was 404, the browser
would then look at the LS appended at the end of the URL
and submit that to a search engine such as Google to find
a similar or new copy. While there are many people named
“Terry Harrison” in the world, there are far few who are doing
digital library research, and this LS would help find either the
new copy of the home page or related pages.
Although their early results were promising, there were
two significant limitations that prevented LSs from being
widely deployed. First, they proposed a scenario where web
browsers would be modified to exploit LSs. Second, they
required that LS be computed a priori. Park et al. [78]
expanded on the work of Phelps and Wilensky, studying
the performance of nine different LS generation algorithms
(and retaining the 5-term precedent). The performance of the
algorithms depended on the intention of the search. Algorithms weighted for Term Frequency (TF; “how often does
this word appear in this document?”) were better at finding related pages, but the exact page would not always be
in the top N results. Algorithms weighted for Inverse Document Frequency (IDF; “in how many documents does this
word appear?”) were better at finding the exact page but were
susceptible to small changes in the document (e.g., when a
misspelling is fixed). Table 2, shows two different LSs created from the author’s home page. The first is TF weighted,
and when submitted to Google, results in 11,700 pages. The
second LS incorporates IDF weighting in addition to TF, and
when submitted to Google only results in three pages. Both
result sets include the correct homepage, however the second
LS is more precise.
Although Phelps and Wilensky’s original deployment
plans (manual insertion, proxies that generate LSs, modified browsers, etc.) for LSs never came to pass, LSs can be
deployed in a less intrusive manner. Consider a small number of distributed, cooperating Opal servers, O1 , . . . , On . We
then take advantage of the fact that most web servers allow
for custom pages (local and remote) to be returned for various status codes. This is accomplished on Apache servers by
editing the configuration file (“httpd.conf”) with the name of
the document to handle the 404 error code:
ErrorDocument 500 "Abandon All Hope"
ErrorDocument 402 http://remote.com/subscribe/
ErrorDocument 404 /404.html

The goal is to make it as easy as possible for web server
administrator to take advantage of Opal servers. This is done
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by adding a simple, easy to inspect JavaScript page tag to a
web server’s custom 404 page:

Fig. 7 Opal architecture

By adding a JavaScript page tag to this custom 404 page,
interactive users will then be redirected from a web server W
to a Opal server, either to a specific Oi or a random Oi via
a DNS rotor. This page tag is the only configuration administrator for W will have to perform to use a remote Opal
server. Robots will not execute the page tag and will see
just the 404 http error. This JavaScript page tag will pass the
missing URL on W as an argument to the Opal server.
Once a Opal server receives the 404 URL, it will check to
see if it has seen that URL before. If it has, it will present to
the user a list of new URLs that have previously been found.
It will also check the WI for cached copies of the URL from
which to generate a LS. If we cannot find a cached copy in
any portion of the WI, and no Opal server has mapped the old
URL to a set of new URLs or has a previously calculated LS,
then our interactive user is out of luck. However, if we have
a cached version, we will offer the user the choice of viewing the cached copy, looking for a new version of the same
page in the web (IDF-weighted LS). There are use cases for
each scenario. If you wanted to contact a colleague that had
recently left one university for another, their old page at the
previous university would not be what you want. Similarly,
if the colleague had retired, perhaps a similar page search
would indicate who has assumed the retiree’s responsibilities. All of these scenarios assume that the interactive user
had some expectation of what the missing link to W would
contain. Opal will not simply generate links for users to follow; it will also monitor their actions to mine the collective
opinion of users to find the “right” new URL(s) for the 404
URL. Clicking on a page will send a message back to the
Opal server with a one-time identifier to register the user’s
“vote” for the “right” page. The collective votes are tallied
and used to rank options provided to future users.
4.2.1 Usage Scenarios
Figure 7 depicts the Opal server architecture. The steps are:
1. A user requests a web page (URL X) from a web server
and it is not found (404);
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2. A custom 404 page is sent back to the client with a JavaScript pagetag;
3. The pagetag redirects the user to the Opal server and
passes the URL X as an argument;
4. Opal searches the WI for cached versions, generates a
LS if one does not exist, and examines its own records
to find similar URLs that have been voted on;
5. Finally, the options are returned to the user and they select
how they would like to continue their exploration.
If the user selects the description of one of the resulting potential pages, this selection acts as a vote, indicating
a human decision that this page is related. Opal records the
vote, opens a new window and then issues a browser redirect
to the desired page. The results of a subsequent vote tally will
provide a ranked list of recommended alternate sites. These
can be displayed to subsequent users who request the same
404 page.
4.2.2 Limitations
Opal builds LSs based on term analysis, which rules out some
pages as candidates for Opal. Flash sites and sites that make
heavy use of images instead of text do not provide the term
content needed for LS creation. Without an effective LS, Opal
cannot locate matching pages. The use of HTML frames currently provides a similar challenge, though more advanced
implementations could address this. The entire Opal framework depends on being able to generate a LS for the missing
page.
Opal will not work in the case of “soft 404s” [5]—pages
that did not find their intended content but also did not generate an http 404 error. These examples are common in pages
that perform database lookups; if the database key is invalid,
the desired content is not there, but the script responsible for
negotiating the access will rarely generate a 404 error.
Finally, there is the problem of generating LSs for hijacked
sites. Returning to Fig. 3, it is clear that LSs generated from
the most recent content would not match the expectations
of those that created the initial links. However, we cannot
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always assume the first entry is the desired LSs either, since
this would result in including many “Coming Soon” and
“Welcome to Apache” pages.
4.2.3 Current status and evaluation
Opal is a learning system, and over time it will attain more
knowledge about term IDF values, cached locations, and similar pages for the 404 URLs it handles. Opal must go through
a learning curve or bootstrapping process before it can gain
enough data to reach a respectable quality of service which
we will call the “steady state”. Each time Opal makes an
external query in order to fulfill a client request, a network
overhead operational cost is incurred. Queries are used to
dynamically locate links to currently held caches, learn term
IDF values, and to search for similar URLs using an LS.
CostCache is the number of requests required to located cached
pages that are associated with the 404 URL.
CostCache = (|S| ∗ N ) + R

(3)

S is the set of all services (e.g. Google, Yahoo, IA), N is the
cost to locate a cache, and R is the cost to retrieve any cached
copy datestamps. In the prototype, three services (Google,
Yahoo, and IA) are checked at a cost of one network communication for each, with an additional communication to
request the Google cache datestamp. Yahoo does not provide
datestamp information and IA may contain multiple dates to
select from. In the case of IA, Opal does not predetermine
which cache to select. For the prototype, the CostCache =
(|3|*1)+1 = 4 network requests.
Finding new paths (or URLs) for the 404 URL requires
retrieval cost of a pre-selected cache’s content (Rc ), individual IDF query cost for each unknown term (T ) scraped from
the cache, and a subsequent query cost (Rl ) for using the LS,
resulting in the CostPaths formula:
CostPaths = Rc + |T | + Rl

same 404 URL. Fulfilling a client request will often include
searching for new paths once the LS has been calculated.
Any search engine could be used to retrieve results from a
LS. Multiple search engines could fulfill this request, reducing the penalty to Google which is currently used to scrape
IDF data.
Whereas Opal has extensive small-scale testing, it has not
been deployed in a large-scale environment. A lengthy discussion of the prototype interfaces and a full analytic evaluation and a long-term simulation of the Opal framework is
provided in [48,49]. To summarize, we examined the http
error logs of our own departmental server and estimated that
approximately 1% of the 404 errors required term lookups
for LS calculation. In our simulations, we found that 10 Opal
servers, each with the capacity to request 1,000 IDFs per day,
and each harvesting the other’s data sets could learn a vocabulary of 1 million terms in about 3 years. This is the “cold
start” problem; Opal servers with preloaded term frequencies
would achieve steady state more quickly.

(4)

For the prototype, the CostPaths = 1 + |T | +1 or |T | + 2 network requests. The worst case network cost to serve a client
request via cache location, term data gathering, and subsequent LS searching is the total of CostCache and CostPaths ,
which in our case, is (4 + |T | + 2 ) or (|T | + 6) requests.
Let us say that there are 100 unique words on a given web
page. If our Opal server had no prior knowledge, it would
require 106 network requests to gather the data required to
generate a response to the client. Opal learns and now has
awareness of 100 term IDF values, which will not need to
be queried again. Cache and LS search costs do not always
exist, nor do they have to be paid by Google. Opal could
store the cache location data for a period of time to remove
the penalty for recalculation for subsequent requests for the

4.2.4 Future work
The Opal prototype demonstrates the potential of the Opal
framework, but further work remains. Larger scale simulations could help test methods to reduce communication
costs. To maintain accuracy, votes could be aged, and could
be removed from the vote tallying process beyond a given
threshold. Late arriving URLs (which have not had the chance
to amass votes) could also be helped by random permutation
of the result rankings [77].
The concept of lexical signatures is crucial to the operation of Opal but has not been studied extensively. Serious
questions remain about the suitability of LSs for different file
types. Park et al. [78] applied some heuristics (e.g., discarding
documents with less than 50 terms), but did not study in depth
the upper and lower bounds of where LSs are appropriate. A
lower bound for term size is easy to conceptualize, but is there
an upper limit? Is there an optimum document term size for
using LSs? Should the length of the LSs grow as a function of
a document’s number of terms? How would LSs fare against
“spammed” or “cloaked” pages (i.e., pages that do not “tell
the truth” or modify their contents based on the requester)?
LSs have not been explicitly investigated to see how they
evolve over time. Intuitively, LSs for cnn.com or slashdot.org
would be more difficult (if not impossible) to generate given
the constantly changing contents of those pages. But what
of the more subtle cases: when a researcher moves from one
institution to another, how does the LS change? The person
is the same, but the zip codes, email addresses and other
uniquely identifying terms are likely to change.
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4.3 Shared infrastructure preservation
We are interested in repository replication using shared, existing infrastructure. Our goal is not to “hijack” other sites’
storage, but to take advantage of protocols which have persisted through many generations and which are likely to be
supported well into the future. Using the terminology from
Sect. 2.2, we hope to increase the magnitude of set U . The
premise is that if archiving can be accomplished within a
widely-used, already deployed infrastructure whose operational burden is shared among many partners, the resulting
system will have only an incremental cost and be tolerant of
dynamic participation. With this in mind, we examine the feasibility of repository replication using Usenet news (NNTP,
[51]) and email (SMTP, [83]).
There are reasons to believe that both email and Usenet could function as persistent, if diffuse, archives. NNTP
provides well-understood methods for content distribution
and duplicate deletion (deduping) while supporting a distributed and dynamic membership. The long-term persistence
of news messages is evident in “Google Groups,” a Usenet
archive with posts dating from May 1981 to the present. Even
though blogs and bulletin boards have supplanted Usenet in
recent years, many communities still actively use moderated
news groups for discussion and awareness. Although email
is not usually publicly archivable, it is ubiquitous and frequent. For example, our departmental SMTP email server
averaged over 16,000 daily outbound emails to more than
4,000 unique recipient servers during a 30-day test period.
Unlike Usenet, email is point-to-point communication but,
given enough time, attaching repository contents to outbound
emails may prove to be an effective way to disseminate
contents to previously unknown locations. The open source
products for news (“INN”) and email (“sendmail” and “postfix”) are widely installed, so including a preservation function would not impose a significant additional administrative
burden. In summary, although SMTP and NNTP are not the
“right” tools for digital preservation, their ubiquity requires
them be studied in a preservation context. For example, who
has not at some time emailed themselves a file so as to “not
lose it”?
4.3.1 Usage scenarios
These approaches do not address the more complex aspects
of preservation such as format migration and emulation, but
they do provide alternative methods for refreshing the repository contents to potentially unknown recipients. There are
quicker and more direct methods of repository synchronization, but the proposed methods have the advantage of working
with firewall-inhibited organizations and repositories without public, machine-readable interfaces. Furthermore, they
address the repository discovery issue. For example, if a
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newsgroup hierarchy of repository.edu.* were created, it
would be trivial to build a harvester that samples from institutional repositories.
The real advantage of using NNTP or SMTP based
approaches is the ability to inject resources directly into the
WI. SMTP and NNTP predate the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), but they are still protocols that make up the Web.
The vast majority of Usenet messages that are still available
is an existence proof that large collections of what is widely
perceived as ephemera can turn out to have surprisingly good
persistence.
4.3.2 Limitations
The most obvious limitation of the shared infrastructure
approaches is that there no guarantee that the resources will
be refreshed. Although this was true of the lazy and just-intime models, there is a subtle distinction here because the
maintainer of the content is undertaking some action (albeit
limited) in trying to place the resource in the WI. The NNTP
approach postulates the existence of news servers that do
not expire their articles (Google Groups is a known example; there may be others). The SMTP approach postulates the
existence of procmail filters to remove resources attached to
emails and then archive them. If there is no filter, the possibly
confused email recipient receives the resource attachmed to
their email (we admit this approach is a little bit like spam).
A key difference between news-based and email-based
replication is the active-vs-passive nature of the two
approaches. This difference is reflected in the policies and
how they impact the archiving process under each method.
The NNTP approach actively traverses the repository, creating its own news posts, and is therefore constrained primarily
by bandwidth to the news server or limits on posts imposed
by the news server. The SMTP approach, on the other hand,
passively waits for existing email traffic and then “hitches a
ride” to the destination host. The SMTP approach is dependent on the site’s daily email traffic to the host, and a reduction
in the number of records has a bigger impact if the repository
uses the email solution because fewer emails will be needed
to complete a baseline harvest of the repository. Although
we could artificially generate email traffic in order to carry
resources to remote destinations, we felt that approach would
be indistinguishable from spam.
4.3.3 Current status and evaluation
We have run small-scale tests on instrumented systems and
used those values to perform a simulation of a large-scale
deployment of the shared infrastructure approaches [95]. The
news approach actively iterates through the repository, creating its own news posts, and is therefore constrained primarily
by bandwidth to the news server. We defined three policies
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Fig. 8 NNTP timeline for sender and receiver policies

for the repository maintainer to follow in posting messages
containing the resources (Fig. 8). Picking the best posting
strategy is not straightforward because we do not know the
archiving policy of all the recipients news sites. For sites that
have small buffers, we would like to use either cyclic baseline or cyclic baseline with updates to make sure the remote
news server has as much of the repository as possible. But for
news sites with no deletion (e.g., Google Groups), the policy
of single baseline with updates is ideal.
Email, on the other hand, passively waits for existing email
traffic and then “hitches a ride” to the destination host. The
SMTP approach is dependent on the site’s daily email traffic
to the host, and a reduction in the number of records has a bigger impact if the repository uses the email solution because
fewer emails will be needed to replicate the repository. The
techniques used to trap incoming and outgoing messages are
shown in Fig. 9.
We ran a simulation of a repository that starts with 1,000
resources, adds 100 new resources each day and updates 20
resources per day. Although it would be reasonable to expect
the high rate of change to slow over time as the repository
matures, we maintained this high activity level throughout
the 2000 days of the simulation.
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Figure 10b shows the impact of sender policies on maintaining replicated baselines at the news server. Despite the
high activity rate, both the cyclic baseline and the continuous
baseline policies manage to keep up with the job of replication for the entire simulation period. Although the news
server can no longer maintain three full copies of the repository with the continuous baseline strategy toward the end of
the period, the news server retains at least one full copy of
the repository for the entire time frame. Figure 10a gives a
closer look at the first 200 days of the simulation. The graph
clearly shows the impact of “sleeping” between the cyclic
baselines: during the sleep period, many new records and
updates are created, and records that were replicated earlier
expire. This oscillation eventually stabilizes, since the repository can make up for lost time during the next “awake” cycle.
Compare these figures with performance for the same
growing repository using the SMTP method, as shown in
Fig. 11. The “rank” is the popularity of the receiving domains:
the rank 2 domain receives far more email than rank 10 site
(the email distribution follows a power law; details are in
[96]). Figure 11b shows the results if we keep track of which
resources we have sent to which sites, and Figure 11a shows
the results if we do not keep track of our sending history.
Although keeping a sending history generates better results,
it also requires additional overhead.
The results of the simulation indicate that for active, large
repositories, most sites will not have enough email traffic to
keep up with the growth of the repository: only the highest
few ranks can keep up with the growth of the repository. The
SMTP approach is not feasible in nearly all cases. But the
Usenet approach is effective in keeping multiple copies of the
repository on remote news servers, some which never expire
the news articles.
4.3.4 Future work
Our initial results are promising and suggest areas for future
study. In particular, we must explore the trade-off between

Fig. 9 Archiving using SMTP: Outbound (left) and Inbound (right) Emails
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Fig. 10 Replicating a new, growing repository using NNTP

implementation simplicity and increased repository coverage. For the SMTP approach, this could involve the receiving
email domains informing the sender (via email) that they are
receiving and processing attachments. This would allow the
sender to adjust its policies to favor those sites. For NNTP,

Fig. 11 Replicating a new, growing repository using SMTP
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we would like to test varying the sending policies over time
as well as dynamically altering the time between baseline
harvests and transmission of update and additions.
In part due to the results from the email simulation, we
considered not sending all resources as messages, but just
sending a single message to advertise a repository’s existence.
A repository consisting of a single record (e.g., an OAI-PMH
“Identify” response) could be effectively used to advertise
the existence of the repository regardless of the archiving
approach or policies. Or instead of attaching the entire record,
a single SMTP header (e.g., “X-baseURL: foo.edu/oai) could
be added to the outbound messages advertising the baseURL
of the repository without measurably increasing the size of
the message or confusing the recipeient. After the repository
was discovered, it could be harvested via normal means.
The proposed approach of using NNTP and SMTP is not
intended as the sole approach to preservation. We believe it
could be combined with other preservation techniques (using
the WI or more conventional means) at minimal cost. The
piggyback methods explored here could be used to compliment existing methods such as LOCKSS, especially for content unencumbered by restrictive intellectual property rights.
Even if NNTP and SMTP are not used for resource transport, they can be effectively used for repository awareness.
We have not explored what the receiving sites do with the
content once it has been received. In most cases, it is presumably unpacked from its NNTP or SMTP representation and
ingested into a local repository. On the other hand, sites with
apparently infinite storage capacity such as Google Groups
could function as long-term archives for the encoded repository contents.
We would like to move from the small-scale testing and
simulation phase to large-scale testing. In particular, we
would like to expand the email example to establish publicly
accessible email accounts corresponding to a repository (e.g.,
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HotMail, GMail) and refresh the contents of a repository to
these accounts. This would require the investigation of SMTP
policies similar to the ones defined for NNTP (Fig. 8). This
would also assume a web page could be left in the WI describing to future archivists the passwords necessary to access the
accounts.

4.4 Web server enhanced preservation
Considerable attention has been given to increasing the efficiency and scope of web crawlers. The size of the “deep
web” or “hidden web” is estimated to be up to 550 times as
large as the surface web [10]. As discussed in Sect. 3.3, a
number of techniques have been proposed to more accurately
estimate web page creation and improve crawling strategies.
These approaches are necessary because web servers do not
have the capability to answer questions of the form “what
resources do you have?” and “what resources have changed
since 2004-12-27?” Using the terminology from Sect. 2.2,
mod_oai will increase the magnitude of set U , as well as
facilitate future migration efforts.
There are two problems associated with conventional web
crawling techniques: a crawler cannot know if all resources
at a non-trivial web site have been discovered and crawled
(“the counting problem”) and the human-readable format of
the resources are not always suitable for machine processing
(“the representation problem”). We introduce an approach
that solves both problems by implementing support for both
the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH) and MPEG-21 Digital Item Declaration Language (DIDL) into the web server itself. We present the
Apache module “mod_oai” [72–74], which can be used to
address the counting problem by listing all valid URIs at
a web server and efficiently discovering updates and additions on subsequent crawls. It can also be used to address the
representation problem by providing “preservation ready”
versions of web resources aggregated with their respective
forensic metadata in MPEG-21 DIDL format.
OAI-PMH [54,101] has a very powerful and general set
of update semantics and is the de facto standard for metadata
interchange within the digital library community. MPEG21 DIDL is an XML-based instantiation of the data model
defined by the MPEG-21 Digital Item Declaration (MPEG21 DID) ISO Standard [103], which itself is representation
independent. The use of MPEG-21 DIDL in digital library
applications was popularized by Los Alamos National Laboratory [7,8]. The goal of mod_oai is not to replace various OAI-PMH repository implementations, but rather to
bring OAI-PMH’s more efficient update semantics and the
automatic creation of “preservation-ready” MPEG-21 DIDL
objects to the general web crawling community.
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4.4.1 Usage scenarios
Typically, OAI-PMH repositories expose descriptive metadata about resources such as Dublin Core or MARCXML, and
the resources remain at their original web sites. While this is
suitable for typical digital library applications, access to the
metadata alone is insufficient for web crawling applications.
We recently reviewed a number of ad hoc resource harvesting strategies and described how they can lead to both missed
updates and unnecessary downloads [102]. In the same article
we introduced the concept of enabling accurate resource harvesting based on representing resources using XML-based
complex object formats [102] such as the MPEG-21 DIDL or
the Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard (METS)
[67].
To begin our discussion, we consider an OAI-PMH repository at baseURL http://www.arxiv.org/oai2/. The following
protocol request is issued to obtain metadata in Dublin Core
format for all items in the set of physics that have changed
since December 27, 2004:
http://www.arxiv.org/oai2
?verb=ListRecords
&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
&from=2004-12-27
&set=physics
mod_oai exposes the files on an Apache web server as MPEG21 DIDL encoded resources through an OAI-PMH repository with the following characteristics in the OAI-PMH data
model:
– OAI-PMH identifier: The URL of the resource serves
as the OAI-PMH identifier. This choice facilitates a harvesting strategy whereby ListIdentifiers (with from and
until parameters) is used to determine the URLs of web
resources that have been updated since a previous harvest.
– OAI-PMH datestamp: The modification time of the
resource is used as the OAI-PMH datestamp of all available metadata formats. This is because all metadata formats are dynamically derived from the resource itself.
As a result, an update to a resource will result in new
datestamps for all metadata formats.
– OAI-PMH sets: A set organization is based on the MIME
type of the resource. This choice facilitates MIME type
specific resource harvesting through the use of the set
argument in protocol requests.
Three parallel metadata formats are supported, the most
important of which is oai_didl. This metadata format is introduced to allow harvesting of the resource itself. Dublin Core
(oai_dc) is supported as mandated by the OAI-PMH, but
only technical metadata that can be derived from http header
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information (file size, MIME type, etc.) is included. A new
metadata format, http_header, is introduced. It contains all
http response headers that would have been returned if a web
resource were obtained by means of an http GET. This metadata format is included to ensure that no information would be
lost as a result of choosing an OAI-PMH harvesting approach
over a web crawling approach.
The aforementioned design choices allow two main classes of mod_oai use, both of which offers selective harvesting
semantics with both datestamp and sets (i.e. MIME types) as
selection criteria:
– Resource discovery/ListIdentifiers: This addresses the
counting problem. An OAI-PMH harvester can be used as
a URL discovery tool to identify URLs of web resources
available from an Apache server and using the resulting
list of URLs as seeds for a regular web crawl. This fits
the model of use for those with significant web crawling
infrastructures (e.g., Google).
– Preservation/ListRecords: This addresses the representation problem. An OAI-PMH harvester can be used to
harvest the web resources represented by means of XML
wrapper documents compliant with MPEG-21 DIDL. To
ensure that harvesters that choose this approach instead of
regular crawling obtain all the information they require,
http header information represented using the http_header
metadata format is also included in this XML wrapper.
This use case corresponds to the preservation scenario
where the harvester wishes to ensure that all resources are
acquired from a web site.
To discover if a server supports mod_oai, a harvester could
issue this request and listen for a valid OAI-PMH response:
http://www.foo.edu/modoai
?verb=Identify
The server administrator could advertise the existence of
the baseURL more strongly by placing it in an “Allow:” field
of the robots.txt file. The administrator could make mod_oai
the exclusive access method for robots by adding the appropriate “Disallow:” fields in robots.txt.
To discover all PDFs from this site (ignoring all the navigational HTML pages) and feed the resulting URLs to a web
crawler, a harvester could issue:
http://www.foo.edu/modoai
?verb=ListIdentifiers
&metadataPrefix=oai_dc
&set=mime:application:pdf
A ListSets response will contain the MIME types a particular server actually holds, not all known MIME types. Sets in
OAI-PMH are recursive – requesting set “a” will get “a:b”,
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“a:b:c”, “a:d”, etc. This can be exploited in mod_oai – to
harvest all the 2004 videos encoded with MPEG-21 DIDL,
a harvester could issue:
http://www.foo.edu/modoai
?verb=ListRecords
&metadataPrefix=oai_didl
&set=mime:video
&from=2004-01-01
&until=2004-12-31
This will return MPEG-21 encoded files of type
“video:mpeg”, “video:quicktime”, “video:x-msvideo”, etc.
Videos can be quite large, and whether or not the videos
come back as by-reference or by-value is configurable by
the mod_oai administrator. The default value for the byreference/by-value threshold is currently 300 KB.
4.4.2 Limitations
Web server enhanced preservation is most demanding for
the web administrator. Although the process of installing
Apache modules is well understood, the wholesale benefits
of mod_oai will not be realized until it achieves a critical
mass of users (harvesters and crawlers). We are endeavoring
to make the distribution as simple as possible with reasonable
defaults and configurations.
A more strategic problem is proliferation of complex
object formats and profiles within the formats. For simple
metadata schemes, the semantics associated with various tags
can be problematic. As the complexity of the metadata format grows, the opportunity for confusion grows as well. A
lesson learned in the Archive Ingest and Handling Test was
that even though three of the four participants all chose the
same complex object format for export, reading each other’s
format was difficult [93].
4.4.3 Current status and evaluation
The mod_oai module is available for public download.3 In
[73], we detail an experiment where we compared OAIPMH resource harvesting using the OCLC Harvester [104]
with the Wget web crawling utility [1]. A subset of the Old
Dominion University Computer Science Department web
site (http://www.cs.odu.edu/) served as the testbed. We compared the time required to harvest all resources via mod_oai
and regular web crawling. Figure 12a shows the time required
to obtain all the resources when the datestamps of resources
are all set to “2000-01-01”. Wget takes approximately the
same amount of time as the OCLC harvester doing a ListRecords request. The ListIdentifiers response finishes more
3

www.modoai.org.
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Fig. 12 The OCLC harvester versus Wget

quickly because it is sending only the URLs of the files –
not the entire file. For our second test, we touched 25% of
the files (1335 files) to make their modification dates “200201-01”. This simulated the monthly update rate expected for
“.edu” sites [21]. Figure 12b shows the clear advantage that
OCLC Harvester has in acquiring resources after a baseline
harvest; Wget does not gain a benefit from its previous crawl.
4.4.4 Future work
During the development of mod_oai, we encountered a number of subtle but important issues that illustrate the fundamental differences between web crawling and OAI-PMH harvesting. The first problem was simply determining how many
files were on a web server. Traditional OAI-PMH applications are deterministic with respect to the number of records
that the repository holds. Most OAI-PMH repository implementations are accessing a database in which all possible
records are knowable. However, web harvesting is different.
Apache maps URIs → files, and mod_oai maps files → URIs.
Neither function is 1–1 nor onto. We can easily check if a
single URI maps to a file, but given a file we cannot (easily)
generate its URI. One problem is that Apache can “cover up”
legitimate files. Consider two files, A and B, on a web server.
Now consider an httpd.conf file with these directives:
Alias /A /usr/local/web/htdocs/B
Alias /B /usr/local/web/htdocs/A

The URLs obtained by web crawling and the URLs
obtained by OAI-PMH harvesting will be in contradiction.
Files can also be covered up by Apache’s Location directive
that is used with (among other things) Apache modules. For
example, a file named “server-status” would be exported by
mod_oai, but would not be accessible directly from the web
server if the “mod_status” module is installed. Although it
would be expensive, mod_oai could work to resolve all the

Alias and Location httpd.conf directives and could resolve all
the symbolic links and all other operations to build a complete
view of the files available from DocumentRoot.
Another problem in web crawling vs. OAI-PMH harvesting is that web servers will frequently transform files before
serving them to the client. Some files are dynamic in their
nature (e.g, .cgi, .php, .shtml, .jsp, etc.) and it is a potential
security-hole to export the unprocessed file. For example, a
PHP file might have database passwords in the source file.
When accessed directly through the web server, Apache will
resolve all the database calls and replaced the PHP code with
the appropriate output. This level of processing is not available to mod_oai. Currently, mod_oai will ignore any file that
requires server-side processing (by checking to see if there
is a handler registered for the particular file type). We are
currently working on techniques to correctly export dynamic
files. mod_oai currently handles files protected by Apache
by checking each file before it is included in a response to
see if the necessary credentials in the current http connection are sufficient to meet the requirements specified in the
.htaccess file. Since harvesting is not interactive, mod_oai
will not prompt for a password if one is required. Rather,
any necessary passwords will have to be included in the http
environment when the harvest is begun. mod_oai will not
advertise any file that the request does not have the credentials to retrieve. This prevents OAI-PMH errors from being
generated when a harvester tries to access a protected file,
but it does mean that harvesters with different credentials
will see a different “view” of the same mod_oai baseURL.
Drawing from our experiences in the AIHT [71], we are
working to develop rich, extensible MPEG-21 DIDL profiles to hold the descriptive, structural and technical metadata
about the resource. In the AIHT project, we ran a series of
forensic utilities (e.g., jhove, md5, file) on ingested files and
stored their output in the file’s MPEG-21 DIDL. We call this
approach the “crate model”. We do not verify the truth of
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the assertions made by the utilities, we only record what was
said and by whom in hopes of this information being useful
for future forensic purposes. This approach will be crucial
in addressing the representation problem because it offers
automated dual access to resources on a web server: regular
HTTP GET access for human readable versions, and OAIPMH resource harvesting GetRecord access for “preservation-ready” resources bundled with their forensic metadata.
Although the crate model does not perform format migration, we anticipate that it will facilitate format migration in
the future by dynamically bundling forensic metadata with
the resource at dissemination time. We are currently constructing a plug-in architecture to allow web administrators
to define the forensic utilities they would like to apply on
their mod_oai disseminated resources and, we are evaluating
its performance.

5 Conclusions
We have reviewed four web page preservation models that
make use of the actions of millions of users, web administrators, commercial services and research projects. These
models are in various levels of maturity and include doing
nothing (“lazy preservation”), trying to find suitable replacement pages after they have been lost (“just-in-time preservation”), injecting resources directly into the WI (“shared
infrastructure preservation”), and installing an Apache module to facilitate better discovery and description of resources
to the WI. All of these models fall outside the realm of the
conventional “repository as fortress” model. It is clear that
some digital resources will continue to enjoy the protection
of archival systems such as LOCKSS, Fedora or SRB. But
what of the majority of web resources that fall outside of the
domain of such repositories? To date, web phenomena have
been adopted by exchanging fidelity for breadth of access:
folksonomies are not better than taxonomies, but they are
widely adopted because of their simplicity. The web itself is
not a “good” hypertext system by conventional standards, but
its simplicity and breadth of access have enabled its adoption
where richer, more complex systems have failed.
Will the same happen for preservation? Instead of the
“deep infrastructure” for digital preservation as first
discussed in the seminal RLG task force report [89], will
we get a very broad but relatively shallow infrastructure for
preservation? With the exception of the web server enhanced
model, none of the other preservation models have more
than a trivial description within the Open Archival Information System (OAIS) framework [27]. Commercial search
engines bypassed the traditional metadata vs. data constructs;
the same thing could happen with preservation.
Our initial results indicate that the WI is good at refreshing resources and allowing them to be recovered several
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months after the original resource was lost. The WI is also
providing tentative first steps in migrating formats. The
results are somewhat crude and heavy handed, but we believe
the functionality will improve as users begin to request this
functionality. We have yet to see the WI support emulation,
but this could change in the future as commercial search
engines encroach on the OS and desktop environments. The
rise of archival functions in social bookmarking tools are
also an indication of the growing general interest in preserving digital resources. We believe it is only a matter of
time before the commercial search engines develop a business model for preservation and begin to shape the discussion
about web-scale preservation. It may in fact be possible to
“save everything”.
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